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Baby video song whatsapp status

If you are looking for How to add a long video in WhatsApp mode, you are on the right page. Here are 3 ways to send longer video in WhatsApp mode on Android and iOS (iPhone). Everyone uses WhatsApp to chat with their friends and other people. You can make one of them. It allows you to share photos, text and
videos in conversations and mode. Well, Status is the most popular feature on WhatsApp. Millions of people uploaded their photos, videos and other updates daily to WhatsApp mode. Because the status option allows you to share photos and videos with all your friends and hide Whatsapp mode from certain contacts with
privacy settings. WhatsApp offers its users a lot of privacy options to monitor who sees the facilities. Moreover, for security and privacy reasons, it does not allow us to download and store status and profile pictures. But some manual methods and third-party space-saving apps are available in the Play Store. For some
reasons, WhatsApp limits some features. However, it is possible to expand wa features. In WA, the video's status size and length are limited. Officially, you cannot put a long video into WhatsApp mode. It only allows you to add a 30-second video to the mode. The video file size limit is also 16MB. But you can download
more than one video in mode. However, you cannot increase the file size and video length. But there are 3 methods available for this. You don't have to root your Android phone. Moreover, you can do this easily on iOS devices. With these WhatsApp tricks, you can easily add or put long videos into mode. When you try
to add a long video to WhatsApp mode, WhatsApp forces us to share the video to 30 seconds. That's why most people share a video in 30 seconds and put multiple videos in mode. And yes, this method is good enough. Because you can share a video on WhatsApp, and WA offers this feature yourself. You can share
and add video for 0-30 seconds, 31-60 seconds and so on. For this trick, a ton of apps are also available that make this task easy. With these apps, you can easily share and download videos on WhatsApp. Moreover, some users use third-party WhatsApp apps like GBWhatsApp and WhatsApp plus. These apps allow
you to add long videos in mode. 3 ways to add a long video to WhatsApp mode (Android &amp; iOS) Below are 3 ways to set long video status on WhatsApp. However, you need to share the video into several parts to do this. But you can also increase the length of the video in WhatsApp mode. Method 1. Using the
video sharing app for WhatsApp This is one of the best and easiest ways and works on both Android and iOS devices. You don't have to share videos one at a time manually. These video-sharing apps can share and download a long video of your status in a matter of seconds. You just add a video to the sharer app and
the app will automatically split the videos into 30-second sections. You can also download these videos directly to your WhatsApp mode on your WhatsApp mode these applications. On Android, there are plenty of WhatsApp Video splitter apps with different features available in the Play Store. You can use any #Using
video sharer for WhatsApp mode, Instagram because of the custom shared feature, the app is quite useful. Initially, you need to download and install this app from the Google Play Store. Below is a link to get this app. open the app and grant permissions. The app needs some permissions to get the media files from the
storage space. On the Home screen, you'll see two buttons with the name – Share video and recorded videos. Tap the shared videos button Now you will see the folders that contain the video files. Tap the folder where you want to insert the video. After you locate the folder, select the video file. Now, the app shows 3
options – WhatsApp Split, Custom Split and Single Split. You can choose any option as your claim. The WhatsApp Split option automatically splits videos into 30-second sections. You can use custom sharing to add custom time. You can even choose 15 seconds. The Single Split option can be used to cut video. After
selecting the option, tap the check mark option in the upper-right corner of the screen. Now, the app will show the process and estimated time. After completing the process, you will see the parts of the video. To watch videos, go to the Saved Videos option or the Phone gallery. Now add the videos to WA mode in a row.
#Using, whatsCut pro is not a lightweight app in WhatsCut Pro. But now it added some additional features. First of all, you need to install whatsApp's video sharing app from the play store. So, download the WhatsCut Pro app from the play store. Below is a link to install WhatsCut Pro. After that, open the WhatsCut Pro
app and browse and select the video. After selecting the video, you need to select the starting point and endpoint of the video with red icons. (You can also play and watch the video by tapping on the video). Now, tap on the right arrow icon. You will see the progress and then it will open the WhatsApp app. Tap My Mode
at the top of the screen, then tap the check mark option at the bottom of the screen. Now you will see the parts of the video and tap on the upload icon to set all the videos to your status. (You can play parts of the video before downloading) No, it's okay, it's okay. Now, everyone can watch the full video of your WhatsApp
mode. Although the video is in parts, WhatsApp automatically plays the parts of the video when someone is watching the status of the video. On iOS (iPhone) Like the Play Store, there are no different apps in the Apple App Store. Don't worry, there is also one app for iOS devices in the App Store. The app requires iOS
version 8.0 or higher. Below is a guide to how to use it. Initially, you need to download and install fawaz Alotaib's Video - Splitter app from the App Store. The link is below. Otherwise, you can find this app by searching the App Store. Open the application installation Video button. Select a video from the Camera Roll.
Now, tap the Number of Seconds button to select the seconds. Write for 30 seconds or 15 seconds. After that, tap on the Split &amp; Save button and the process will begin. When the process is completed, the app will display a pop-up message. Tap ok and open Gallery to see the shared videos. Now, open the
WhatsApp app and add the videos in order. The pros of using this method: it is easy to use, and you don't have to trim the video manually in many parts. It automatically added parts of the video in a row. You don't have to select and download videos one by one. This method is safe to use. You don't have to upload the
video to share. Disadvantages of using this method: In some video formats, you may encounter video overlapping issues. You need to download a third-party app. Use GB-WhatsApp or WhatsApp Plus to add a long video to WhatsApp mode GBWhatsApp and WhatsApp plus are the reprimanded versions of the official
WhatsApp apps. These are third-party and mod apps and only work on Android devices. These apps allow you to increase the length of the mode of whatsApp video. You can send up to 50MB of video and not 16MB. However, these apps also give many unique features that do not exist in the official WhatsApp app.
Download GB WhatsApp Download WhatsApp Plus Note: These apps are not available in the Play Store. So, installing third-party apps from unknown sources can be detrimental to your privacy and security. Some of the unique features of GBWhatsApp and WhatsApp Plus increase the video size limit in mode. You can
hide the last seen, blue tick and second tick. Upload a document and video up to 50 MB. Send photos without compression. (You can also send photos of original size on official WhatsApp) It supports themes. You can copy a friend's status and save status videos and photos. Method 3: Share and download video from
official WhatsApp This is another best way to put a long video into WhatsApp mode on both Android and iOS devices. The WhatsApp app forces us to cut the video for 30 seconds before downloading. So, you can use the cutting feature of its video to cut the video in many parts. And you can download videos in mode.
However, if you have a 2 or 3 minute video, you can easily use this method. But if you have a longer video, it can be difficult to share the video. So, you can use the first method for long videos. Open the WhatsApp app and tap Subscribe and tap My Mode to add a status update. Select the video from the gallery and
adjust the video cut option from 0 to 29. After that, tap the send icon to download the video in mode. Now, select the video from the gallery and adjust the video editing option from 30 to 59. Tap the send icon to download the video. Repeat the above step select video editing options from 1pm to 1:29 pm, 1:30-1:59, 2:00-
2:29 and so on. With this method, you can download longer videos in mode. But it's a time-consuming process and you. You. to cut the video. Professionals in using this method: You do not need to install any other application. Videos are easy to cut and download in mode. Disadvantages of using this method: It is a
time-consuming process and you need to cut the video manually. Last words So guys, these are 3 ways to add a long video to WhatsApp mode. However, you can share and add the video in the official WhatsApp app. But this is easy to do with third-party apps. Moreover, it is easy to increase the length of the space
video on rooted Android phones. So, that's your choice of which method you want to use. Also, Mod WhatsApp is not safe to use. Because these applications may contain spyware or malware. But you can install and use video dealer apps for WhatsApp from the Play Store. These applications are safe to use. Moreover,
you can use online tools to cut videos. But this process takes time because you need to download and download the video. Video.
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